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This valuable book is for band musicians who love the exciting sound of riff-driven uptown blues and

swing music.  Book and CD - Standard Notation - Tablature  Technical ability: Early intermediate

Application: Hobbyist to professional  This unique collection of forty-eight 12-bar riffs provides some

great ideas for spicing up the blues songs your band plays.  In music, a riff is a repeating pattern,

often played against a chord or chord progression. Horn riffs played over twelve-bar blues

progressions add drive, variety, identity, and excitement to a song.  Examples of riff songs include

Now's the Time by Charlie Parker; In the Mood by Glenn Miller; and Rock Around the Clock by Bill

Haley and the Comets.  A twelve-bar riff is a versatile arranging tool, and can be used as a tune

head, solo, backing for a solo, or backing behind a singer. Riffs can be worked into most any

medium-to uptempo blues song.  Although most riffs are fairly easy to play, and easy to apply to

blues progressions, many bands neglect this important aspect of arranging and performance.  For

the student, riffs provide excellent practice for sight-reading rhythms. And an emerging blues

musician can actually play a 12-bar riff as a solo.  Improvising musicians might use riffs as motifs

upon which to base solos. Arrangers are encouraged to develop the riffs into two-or three-part

section harmony parts.  It is a superb reference for the jazz and blues song writer, composer, or

arranger. Invaluable also for the school stage band or jazz band musician.  Great stuff here with lots

of potential for all swing band and blues band musicians.  Companion CD includes all 48 riffs,

played on tenor sax with full rhythm backing.  Coil bound for your convenience.
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Larry McCabe's credentials include an education degree from the University of Arizona, more than

thirty years of music teaching experience, over eighty published music books, columns for Living

Blues Magazine and Fingerstyle Guitar Magazine, and authorship of the Roy Clark Fiddle Magic

Method and the Roy Clark Bluegrass Banjo Bible. He plays electric and acoustic blues guitar,

clawhammer and three-finger banjo, fiddle, and other string instruments. During his career, he has

taught blues guitar lessons, banjo lessons, fiddle lessons, song writing, music theory, music history,

and other subjects.  Larry has played in numerous bands including blues, classic country, rockabilly,

traditional Irish, and Cajun, and he served on the prestigious W.C. Handy Blues Awards nominating

committee for many years. With his wife, Becky, Larry is the owner and publisher of the popular

roots music instruction book company Red Dog Music Books.  In the 1990s, he taught History of

Jazz Music and History of Popular Music in America courses to adult education students at Florida

State University in Tallahassee, Florida. As an amateur WWII historian, Larry collected and edited

160 interviews for his book Pearl Harbor and the American Spirit (2004).

CD was blank. By the time i trid it, warranty was up. No way to contact author to see if download is

avaiable. Audio examples was a arge part of my buying decision. Too bad...

I play the accordion, not the guitar. Never felt like I could even try to play the blues before. But ever

since I found this book in my Christmas stocking, things have been different.Apart from a few pages

of thoughtful advice and interesting reference information, the book contains nothing but music. I'm

not a particularly talented accordion player, but all the riffs here are easy to play as presented. You

are free to create variations that can be as hard as you want to make them. Or you can just play

them the way they are. Either way, this book opens doors to hours of music that feels satisfying to

play.The riffs on the CD that comes with the book follow slightly different chord progressions, all but

one in the key of B-flat. After being played on the saxophone with accompaniment once, the same

12 measures are repeated with just the accompaniment. If you can get the accompaniment section

to repeat over and over--I haven't yet, but I hear there are ways--you can spend more time

developing one riff. Accordion players are lucky because we can play the riffs and accompany

ourselves at the same time without using the CD at all.Even though it says "Guitar Edition" on the

cover, it works fine for accordions, too. The more I work from this book, the more I might be tempted

to spice up some of those polkas I've been playing...



I'm a professional musician from Germany, and I've been teaching guitar for about ten years. My

blues instruction (books and DVDs) collection is extensive and contains hundreds of titles.Larry

McCabe's guitar books are really great and the prices are low for the amount of content offered.This

book contains 48 lines that horns play as fill-ins or backing. Think Blues Brothers here . . . cool

stuff!Blues guitar players sometimes forget that they can, and should, imitate horn players, and

that's where this book comes in. Use these simple licks for solos, backup, intros, etc. to fill up your

band sound.A lot of Larry's books are for early intermediate. This one can be used by an ambitious

near-beginner, but the riffs are also suitable for weekend gigging and professional use.

48 Razor-sharp 12-Bar Blues riffs is a collection of musical swing blues phrases known as riffs. The

riffs are used within the twelve bar blues chord progression. They have been designed to be played

either together or separately, to create spontaneous "head arrangements," and, may be used as

themes or background figures. In addition, you can use these riffs in conjunction with 101 Uptown

Jazz Chord Progressions and 101 Essential Blues Progressions, also published by this author.In

fact, using all three books would put you on a fast track to playing and creating swing blues and

jazz...
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